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This paper reports the findings of an experimental study investigating the influence of
blade roughness on the performance of a vertical axis tidal turbine. Due to their design,
vertical axis turbines undergo periods of stall, i.e. flow separation from the blade, during
each revolution. It is hypothesised that roughening turbine blades delays flow separation
(in analogy to flows over rough bluff bodies) and hence diminishes turbine stall which
in turn should result in an increase in turbine performance. Laboratory experiments were
undertaken in Cardiff University’s hydraulics laboratory, testing vertical axis turbines with
rotors comprising smooth and rough blades. Three different blade surface roughnesses
were tested, with the results showing a significant reduction in performance when the tur-
bine is operating at high chord Reynolds numbers and with rough blades. In addition, the
combined effect of blade roughness and rotor solidity as well as blade roughness and
number-of-blades on the performance of vertical axis turbines are analysed. It is shown
that solidity and number-of-blades appear to be similarly influential than blade roughness.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With fossil fuel resources slowly dwindling there remains the pressing need of exploiting other resources of energy. The
fact that tidal stream energy is renewable and predictable makes it a promising alternative resource. Tidal stream energy is
extracted by tidal turbines, the design of which is similar to wind turbines and nowadays most tidal turbine developers are
employing the horizontal axis tidal turbine (HATT) concept, mainly due to its high efficiency (above 35%) [1] and its fairly
straight-forward operating principle [2,3]. Vertical axis tidal turbines (VATT) are an attractive alternative to HATTs, mainly
because of their omni-directionality, which is advantageous in tidal streams where the direction of flow changes approxi-
mately every six hours. Additionally, a VATT design may allow for placing the power take-off above the water surface, which
simplifies turbine maintenance thereby reducing costs [4]. Despite their advantages, vertical axis or cross-flow hydrokinetic
turbines have not received as much attention as their more attractive horizontal axis counterpart, probably on account of
their inferior hydrodynamics and complex fluid–structure interaction. Nonetheless, they have become the subject of
increased interest in recent decades due to their suitability to operate in shallow coastal waters, rivers or canals, because
of their square (or rectangular) cross-sectional area, which makes a more efficient use of the available water depth [5,6].
These advantages and reasonably high efficiency values (25–35%) have triggered several studies researching the perfor-
mance of VATTs, e.g. [7,8]. However, certain drawbacks persist: most importantly the constantly changing angle of attack
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on the blades which means that fixed-pitch blades are subjected to static stall and uneven loading and in addition the con-
tinued difficulty of making the turbine self-start without sacrificing performance, e.g. a five-bladed rotor will most certainly
self-start but is significantly less efficient than a two-bladed rotor which most likely won’t self-start. A design challenge is
that VATTs offer a large number of rotor parameters such as blade shape, pitch and angle of twist, rotor solidity, shaft diam-
eter, number-of-blades all of which are known to influence rotor performance [9] and even blade roughness can play a sig-
nificant role e.g. [10,11] and as will be shown in this paper. Thus, the emergence of the perfect VATT appears elusive so far.
Due to the complex intertwine of above mentioned turbine parameters the few experimental studies reported in the liter-
ature cannot give a full explanation as to why certain turbine design parameters work better than others, which is compli-
cated by the fact that different experiments were conducted under different conditions (e.g. different blade Reynolds
numbers, channel blockage, etc). There are several numerical studies that have shed some light onto the flow-turbine inter-
action, e.g. [12–16], but these focused mostly on complementing existing laboratory studies and have not investigated in
detail the impact of various turbine parameters on VATT performance.

VATT design might benefit frommany years of research into the optimization of Darrieus-type vertical axis wind turbines,
e.g. [17–19], however there are significant differences between wind and water in terms of approach flow speed and fluid
properties. Hence, and similar to horizontal axis tidal turbine research, knowledge transfer from wind to water is not
straightforward. For instance, most Darrieus-type wind turbines feature symmetric NACA aerofoils, achieving fairly good
performance [20–22], but it has been shown that asymmetric or cambered hydrofoils can outperform the results from sym-
metric hydrofoils for some VATT designs [23,24]. The number of blades and rotor solidity are two of the main design param-
eters being considered for VATTs and these have been tested to some extent, although the range of optimum values remains
wide [25,26]. An attempt to overcome self-starting problems and uneven loading is the Gorlov turbine design [27], which
employs helical turbine blades and therefore increases the area swept by the rotor along its circumference. The flip side
of this innovation is that power output is decreasing with increasing angle of twist [26]. One important aspect in the design
of Darrieus-type turbines is the choice of blade shape and its lift-to-drag ratio, [28,29]. Generally, for any lift-driven turbine,
the greater this ratio, the better the performance of the turbine. The influence of surface roughness on the lift-to-drag ratio of
an airfoil was analysed by some researchers [30,31] who concluded that smooth-surface blades cause greater lift and less
drag compared with rough-surface blades. Nevertheless, the results must be used carefully because these studies did not
consider the influence of rotation and/or flow curvature, respectively and hence did not investigate the airfoil blade’s behav-
ior during stall.

Walker et al. [11] investigated the effects of blade roughness on the performance of a horizontal axis tidal turbine (HATT).
They conclude that rough blades diminish turbine performance by 19%, however HATTs operate at much higher tip-speed
ratios than VATTs and dynamic stall is not a critical design issue. The effect of blade roughness on vertical axis wind turbine
performance was analysed in [10]. In this work, rough-bladed turbines performed better than smooth-bladed turbines at
fairly low chord Reynolds numbers but at higher chord Reynolds number flows smooth-bladed turbines outperformed
rough-bladed turbines. They pointed out the competition between skin friction and form drag in analogy to the flow around
a rough bluff body, e.g. [32], i.e. in the critical flow regime increased surface roughness delays flow separation and thus
reduces form drag (of the blade) which increases turbine performance. Once a critical Reynolds number is surpassed the
increase of friction drag cannot be compensated for by a reduction in form drag. For airfoils Lissaman [33] suggests this crit-
ical chord Reynolds number to be around 105 below which rough-bladed airfoils exhibit a greater lift-to-drag-ratio than
smooth-bladed airfoils.

Several studies, e.g. [13,34,35], have revealed that dynamic-stall-generated vortices result in a sudden and significant
increase in drag which in turn results in a sudden drop of the power coefficient. The motivation of this study is based on
the hypothesis that blade roughness could delay flow separation and hence could reduce the shed stall-vortex, e.g. in the
way sketched in Fig. 1. This paper reports on a series of laboratory tests that were carried out in the hydraulics laboratory
at Cardiff University with the goal to quantify the performance of a vertical axis turbine comprising blades made of three
different blade materials, each with a different surface roughness. The results will clarify whether blade roughness enhances
(or diminishes) VATT performance.
2. Experimental setup

The tests were carried out in the laboratory flume in the School of Engineering at Cardiff University. The flume is 17 m
long and 1.2 m wide and the flow is driven by an axial flow impeller, which enables a maximum flow speed of 1.3 m/s at
0.5 m water depth. Fig. 2(a) sketches the turbine inside the laboratory flume. The rotor was held in place by two roller bear-
ings, one mounted on the bottom of the flume and the second on the cross-beam above the flume. DVE Technology’s (http://
www.dvetech.com/) 200 W permanent magnet generator (PMG) was attached to the end of the shaft and above the water
surface.

The electrical circuit, which is depicted on the right hand side of Fig. 2(b), consisted of a rectifier (AC=DC), changing the
current from AC to DC, a load bank comprising two variable resistors in series (R1 and R2) rated at 20 X each and a Fluke 123/
S oscilloscope (A) with which the electrical current IA was measured during the experiment. Additionally, an optical
tachometer was used to determine the rotational speed (x) of the rotor. With the measured quantities the electrical power
(Pe) of the generator is computed as:

http://www.dvetech.com/
http://www.dvetech.com/


Fig. 1. Possible flow separation from vertical axis turbine blades at high angle of attack: (a) rough blade; (b) smooth blade.
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Pe ¼ xTe ð1Þ
where Te is the electrical torque obtained from:
Te ¼ KGIA ð2Þ
where KG is a generator-specific constant relating voltage to rotational speed and it was provided by the generator manu-
facturer. The available experimental data of this study confirms the magnitude of KG, which is shown in Fig. 2(c). The oscil-
loscope has a sampling rate of 25 Ms/s at a bandwidth of 20 Hz [36] and the sampling rate of the optical tachometer is 4
reads per revolution of the turbine (using 4 reflective marks on the generator) which spins at approximately 120 rpm.

Turbine characteristics curves, i.e. turbine efficiency as a function of its rotational speed were obtained by varying the
electrical load on the generator using two resistors, which allowed controlling the rotational speed, x, of the turbine. The
turbine was operated between ‘‘close-to-free-wheeling” and turbine-stall by varying R1þ R2 between 40 X (close-to-free-
wheeling) and � 5X (which is approximately where the turbine stalled). For every increment of the resistance, average rota-
tional speed, x, and electrical current were measured over a 60s interval. The turbine efficiency, also referred to as coeffi-
cient of power (Cp) was then calculated for each x as:
Cp ¼ Pe

1
2qAU

3
0

ð3Þ
where q is the density of the water, A is the projected area of the turbine and U0 is the average approach flow velocity. The
turbine efficiency is usually plotted as a function of tip-speed-ratio, k, which is defined as:
k ¼ xD
2U0

ð4Þ
where D is the diameter of the turbine. k relates the velocity of the blade to the approach velocity. Another important veloc-
ity in the operation of a vertical axis turbine is the relative speed, w, which is the vector sum of the rotational speed,
v ¼ xD=2, and approach flow U0, as sketched in Fig. 3(a). w varies during one revolution of a vertical axis turbine, i.e. angles
of rotation between h ¼ 0 and h ¼ 360 and w is a function of k as:
w ¼ v
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2k cos hþ k2 þ 1

q
ð5Þ
During operation of the turbine the angle of attack a changes constantly, and so does the lift-to-drag ratio. At large a the
flow separates from the airfoil, known as dynamic stall, which leads to a sudden large increase in the drag force, d, and to
zero or even negative lift force (l). Fig. 3(b) plots a as a function of angle of rotation h for three different values of k. The
dashed line signifies high angles of attack at which stall is expected to occur and in particular at low k stall occurs over sub-
stantial parts of the rotation.

The power curves do not explicitly quantify electrical losses. DVE Tech, the generator manufacturer, provide a value of
87% for generator efficiency and the rectifier losses are of the order of 3% (value provided by the manufacturer). The effect
of flow blockage and frictional effects (e.g. friction in the bearings) on the turbine efficiency were not quantified explicitly in
this study; they are the same for all turbines tested.



Fig. 2. Sketch of the setup of the laboratory experiment (a), the electrical circuit (b) and experimentally validated generator performance curve (c).

Fig. 3. Sketch of the main velocities and acting forces in a rotating system (a) and angle of attack a as a function of rotated angle h at various tip speed ratios
k (b).
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In this study, blades were manufactured from two different materials, polyethylen plastic (Material A) and polyamide
thermoplastic (Material C). The blades of Material A were machined using a CNC machine with a 16 microinches surface fin-
ish. The blades of Material C were manufactured by a rapid prototyping procedure known as laser sintering which resulted in
a rather rough blade surface. After testing the blades of Material C, they were sanded and painted in order to reduce their
surface roughness which yielded an intermediate roughness and this material is referred to as Material B. The blade rough-
ness was measured with a surface profiler and measurements were taken in the centerline along the chord. The instrument
(Talysurf Series 2 – Taylor Hobson) consists of a contact-less gauge with namometric precision. The measurement data were
analysed by the instrument’s accompanying software to obtain the roughness statistics of each surface. An example of the
blade surface profile of Material A and the software output in terms of statistical properties of the profile is presented in
Fig. 4. The outputs of the roughness measurements and statistical properties of the three blades are summarized in Table 1.

In order to characterize the blades’ hydrodynamic performance it is necessary to convert measured absolute roughness
heights of the blade into relative (or sandpaper) roughness ks, with the goal of classifying the roughness hydrodynamically
following Nikuradse [37]. As Bons acknowledges [38], conversion from absolute roughness data to sandpaper roughness is
not a trivial task. Bons [38] provides an excellent literature review of how absolute roughness is converted into ks and there
are many different conversion formulae (see Table 3 for references). For the three materials used in this study ks values are
provided in Table 2. They are obtained as an average of the 17 proposed conversions that are given in Table 3.

A hydrodynamic appreciation of blade roughness is obtained from the roughness Reynolds number (Re�), which is calcu-
lated as:
Fig. 4.
data of
Re� ¼ ksu�
m

ð6Þ
where the friction velocity, u� is estimated conservatively to be 10% of the relative velocity w, which is computed from Eq. 5
for the onset of stall, i.e. h ¼ 60o, see Fig. 3(b) and for k ¼ 2:0 which, on average, corresponds to peak power extraction. In this
study, three different approach flow speeds were considered, i.e. U0 ¼ 0:72; 0:98; 1:15 m=s and, therefore, the blades of the
different materials were subjected to a range of roughness Reynolds numbers. Minimum and maximum values of Re� for
each material and for each of the three approach flow velocities are provided in Table 2. The blades made of Material A
are hydrodynamically smooth (i.e. Re� < 3), and the ones made from Materials B and C are considered to be in the transi-
tional range (i.e. 3 < Re� < 100). Blades made of Material C however are appreciably rougher than blades made of Materials
A and B.

The turbine rotor was 0.28 m in height and had a radius of 0.2 m, which yielded an aspect ratio (height divided by diam-
eter) of 0.7. Two 8 mm thick discs connected the blades to the shaft. The blades were shaped according to the Eppler 715
airfoil (Fig. 5), expecting that its asymmetric shape could provide a high lift-to-drag ratio. The set of experiments involved
tests with three different chord lengths, i.e. c = 8, 10 and 12 cm and three approach flow speeds U0 ¼ 0:72; 0:98; 1:15 m=s
Software output from Taylor Hobson’s Talysurf 2. Spatial distribution of the blade surface elevations. Also provided as an output are the statistical
the measurement, including the quantities listed in Table 1.



Table 1
Roughness statistics of Materials A, B and C.

Quantity Variable A B C

Average height Ra [lm] 0.9 5.5 19.3
Minimum height Rv [lm] 4.8 25.7 78.1
Maximum height Rt [lm] 11.7 46.0 138.5
Average maximum height Rz [lm] 8.4 36.9 133.1
Root mean square height Rq [lm] 1.2 7.4 24.0
Kurtosis Rku [lm] 4.5 4.9 2.9
Skewness Rsk [lm] �0.5 �1.75 �0.2

Table 2
Relative roughness Reynolds numbers.

Material ks Re� (0.72 m/s) Re� (0.98 m/s) Re� (1.15 m/s)

A 6.6 1.1 1.5 1.7
B 36.4 6.3 8.2 9.2
C 125.3 21.8 28.2 31.6

Table 3
Roughness statistics.

Author Formula Mat A Mat B Mat C

Speidel (1962) Rz=5 1.68 7.38 26.61
Forster (1967) Rz=2:56 3.27 14.42 51.98
Forster (1967) 2Ra 1.84 11.08 38.64
Forster (1967) 7Ra 6.44 38.78 135.24

Koch and Smith (1976) 6Ra 5.52 33.24 115.92
Bammert and Sandstede (1976) 2:2Ra0:88 2.04 9.92 29.79

Schaffler (1980) 8:9Ra 8.19 49.31 171.95
Barlow and Kim (1997) 16Ra 14.72 88.64 309.12

Hoffs et al. (1996) Rz 8.38 36.92 133.06
Guo et al. (1998) Rz 8.38 36.92 133.06

Bogard et al. (1998) 4Ra 3.68 22.16 77.28
Boyle et al. (2001) 2:1Rq 2.54 15.46 50.34

Boyle and Senyitko (2003) 4:8Rq 5.81 35.33 115.06
Bunker (2003) 10Ra 9.20 55.40 193.20

Shabbir and Turner (2004) 8:9Ra 8.19 49.31 171.95
Zhang and Ligrani (2004) 1:9Rz 15.92 70.15 252.81
Hummel et al. (2005) 5:2Ra 4.78 28.81 100.46

Average 6.6 36.4 125.3

Fig. 5. Shape of the Eppler 715 blade.
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and the chord Reynolds number varied from Rec ¼ 1:15 � 105 to Rec ¼ 2:7 � 105 when the turbine is rotating at k ¼ 2:0. The
Froude number, based on the water depth and the approach velocity varied between Fr = 0.35 and Fr = 0.52, confirming that
the turbine was subjected to subcritical flows. The influence of blade roughness was examined for different turbine solidities,
r ¼ nc=ðpDÞ, for a three-bladed rotor (by using blades of different chord lengths) and for rotors having different numbers of
blades, i.e. rotors with n = 2, 3 or 4 10 cm-blades.
3. Results and discussion

The first set of tests used rotors comprising three blades of 8 cm chord length (r ¼ 0:19) and made of materials A, B and C,
respectively. Their performance was evaluated for the three approach flow velocities. The turbine characteristics curves
which are presented in Fig. 6 show that at the lowest flow speed the effect of roughness is fairly small, as all three curves
appear to collapse. However, at this low chord Reynolds number the turbine performance is quite poor (Cp<20%). At high
flow speed the turbines with blades made of materials A and B behave similarly, reaching peak efficiencies of Cp ¼ 30%,



Fig. 6. Turbine performance curves of rotors comprising blades of different materials and for three different flow speeds. Three-bladed rotor, r ¼ 0:19.
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and both clearly outperform the turbine with the rough blades. The latter only reaches Cp � 20%, which is approximately
30% less than turbines featuring smoother blades. It seems clear that the value of Re� becomes more relevant for high flow
speeds or high chord Reynolds numbers, respectively.

Further tests were performed considering rotors that comprise three blades with varying chord length, i.e. 8, 10 and
12 cm, which yielded turbine solidities of r= 0.19, 0.24 and 0.29, respectively, with the goal of studying the combined effect
of blade roughness and turbine solidity. Figs. 7 and 8 present turbine characteristics curves for the low approach and high
approach flow speed and for blades made of Materials B and C. As before, the influence of blade roughness is negligibly small
for the lowest approach flow velocity. Much more significant is the effect of solidity on turbine performance. The turbine
with the smallest blades performs worst with Cp;max � 18%, whereas turbines with larger blades, hence higher solidity,
achieve Cp;max � 24–26%. The rotor with c = 10 cm blades performs best for this low flow speed.

As before, blade roughness affects turbine performance negatively at higher chord Reynolds number, as can be seen by
comparing the Cp;max values of the two rotors in Fig. 8. The rotor with the highest solidity (c = 12 cm) performs best for
U0 ¼ 1:15 m=s, and the performance gain due to using smoother blades is approximately 10%. The low solidity rotor spins
faster (i.e. it operates at higher k) and thus the difference in performance between smooth bladed rotors and rough bladed
rotors is more substantial; low-solidity rotors with smooth blades perform approx. 30% better than low-solidity rotors with
rough blades.

The results of this study demonstrate that turbines with high rotor solidity outperform low-solidity rotors, which contra-
dicts the design of vertical axis wind turbines where low-solidity turbine rotors have prevailed. Migliore et al. [39] demon-
strate that flow curvature effects are detrimental to the performance of wind turbines when rotor solidity is high. On the
other hand, [40] note that such effects become less important on curved airfoils and this might explain the fact that water
turbines with cambered blades perform better than turbines with symmetrical blades. In fact, Migliore et al. [39] hypothe-
sised that cambered airfoils would experience increased power extraction on the upstream side of the turbine and the dimin-
ished efficiency on the downstream side would be more than offset by upstream improvements. The results presented here



Fig. 7. Turbine performance curves of rotors comprising blades of different materials and different chord length at U0 = 0.72 m/s. Three-bladed rotor.

Fig. 8. Turbine performance curves of rotors comprising blades of different materials and different chord lengths at U0 = 1.15 m/s. Three-bladed rotor.
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confirm this hypothesis, in particular for turbines with high solidity, for which flow blockage is large and hence for which
power extraction is asymmetric.

Turbine rotors with two, three and four blade configurations (c = 10 cm and r ¼ 0:16, r ¼ 0:24, r ¼ 0:32), were tested
with the aim of establishing the additional influence of number of blades on turbine performance. These three different set-
ups each have their own advantages and drawbacks. For example, a turbine with two blades is not self-starting and requires
a starting torque to begin its rotation. A four-bladed turbine is most likely to be self-starting and gives a steadier torque out-
put over each revolution, but as shown in Fig. 9, four-bladed turbines perform worse than three-bladed turbines, which per-
form worse than two-bladed turbines. As before, the turbines with smoother blades (Material B) perform better than the
ones featuring rougher blades (Material C), most notably at higher speeds, and there the gain in performance is approxi-
mately 27% for two-bladed rotors, 33% for three-bladed rotors and 36% for the four-bladed rotor, i.e. the more blades the
more influential is blade roughness.

The observations and findings made with the help of Figs. 6–9 suggest that the increase in friction drag due to blade sur-
face roughness cannot be compensated by a possible delay or reduction in flow separation during dynamic stall. The results
further indicate that turbine parameters such as rotor solidity or number-of-blades have a similarly profound effect on tur-
bine performance than blade roughness and there also appears to be a ‘‘combined rotor parameter effect”. In other words,
not only is the value of an individual rotor parameter important, it is also important to chose it in knowledge of other rotor
parameters. For instance, the two-bladed rotor performs best and it has a rotor solidity of r ¼ 0:16 (Fig. 9). In contrast to that
the low-solidity three-bladed rotor (r ¼ 0:19) performs worst and the three-bladed high-solidity rotor (r ¼ 0:29) performs
best suggesting that the hydrodynamics (e.g. viscous and wake effects, flow blockage) and fluid–structure interaction play a
role too.



Fig. 9. Turbine performance curves of two-, three- and four-bladed rotors comprising blades of different materials at two flow speeds. c = 10 cm.

Fig. 10. Maximum coefficient of power as a function of roughness Reynolds number for various studies. Note the roughness Reynolds number for the
experiments of [10,11] were estimated in the same way as in this study.
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A clear picture of the effects of blade roughness on turbine performance is given with Fig. 10, plotting maximum turbine
efficiency, Cp;max, as a function of roughness Reynolds number, Re�. Data from the current study is supplemented with the
results from [10,11]. At very low roughness Reynolds numbers rotors may benefit from roughening its blades, but the general
trend suggests that the rougher the blade the worse the performance of the turbine. The wide spread seen in the current
experimental data highlights the importance of other rotor parameters.

4. Conclusions

A series of experimental tests were carried out in the hydraulics laboratory at Cardiff University with the goal of assessing
the influence of blade surface roughness on the performance of vertical axis water turbines. Several conclusions can be
drawn from the results:

1) It has been shown that blade roughness affects negatively turbine performance and, the rougher the blade, the poorer
the performance of the turbine. This is irrespective of other important turbine parameters such as turbine solidity or
number of blades.
2) The negative effect of blade roughness is much more significant at high blade Reynolds numbers. At low chord Rey-
nolds number rough-bladed turbines perform as well as smooth-bladed turbines, however at these low chord Reynolds
numbers, turbine performance is quite poor anyways.
3) The influence of rotor solidity on the performance of water turbines is high, and this is consistent with existing knowl-
edge. Low-solidity rotors reach higher rotational speeds when compared with their higher solidity counterparts. But
high-solidity rotors provide higher torque to the turbine system. In the tests reported herein and at relevant chord Rey-
nolds number, the turbine with the highest solidity rotor performed best.
4) The number of blades per rotor plays a big role in turbine performance too. The two-bladed (low-solidity) rotor
performed best, which appears to contradict item 3) suggesting that VATT turbine parameters should not be looked at
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in isolation. Generally, the fewer blades the faster the turbine spins, and the more significant the additional effect of blade
roughness. In the laboratory tests reported here, the two-bladed rotors did not self-start and their torque output per rev-
olution was much more uneven than for example the four-bladed rotors.
5) The hypothesis that turbines with rough blades could benefit from a delay/reduction of dynamic stall could not be con-
firmed. Based on the findings presented herein, it should be discarded.
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